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Powerful vertical connections
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Interpole™, by Antenna Design, is a powerful new way to plan dynamic workplaces.

The core component of Interpole is the floor-to-ceiling H-post, which channels power and supports a range of components for technology support, video display, space division, and storage.
Interpole enables purposeful integration with Antenna® Workspaces freestanding furniture, and flexible planning with all Knoll products.
Continuous channels enable access to power at any level, while vertical slots provide engagement for a variety of accessories, including coat hooks, bag hooks, display shelves, and an accessory cup.

Interpole manages power and communications from the ceiling or floor to open plan desk or panel systems.
As remote work becomes increasingly popular, the principal appeal of the office is shifting toward connection and collaboration. Interpole helps create environments that engage groups and promote interaction: a monitor arm with video display becomes a hub for casual presentations and screen sharing; a writable whiteboard surface helps organize impromptu discussions and capture ideas; and integrated power ensures personal devices are charged and ready.
Optimize circulation between spaces with fluid boundaries and multi-functional surfaces.

Integrated storage elements support different work areas, with options from bookshelves to wardrobes, and varying levels of enclosure.
Rethinking Boundaries

As the office evolves into a more fluid, multi-functional environment, delineation of space is increasingly important. The permeability of Interpole boundaries encourages smooth transitions from focused projects to shared activities.

Interpole screens and storage walls help define space in the open plan, creating distinct areas for varied activities. Versatile configurations of screens and storage allow for individual workstations on one side, with a meeting space on the opposite.
Interpole™

Interpole, by Antenna Design, is a unique vertical planning approach that reimagines the connection between furniture and architecture. Applicable in open plan, private offices and activity spaces, Interpole delivers convenient access to power and data and offers fresh new ways to plan your workspace.

- **HUB** for community spaces and informal activity spaces
- **DISPLAY** for private offices, assembly, and community spaces
- **CONDUIT** for unlimited flexibility in connecting power to desks, spines, and panel systems
- **SCREEN** to define boundaries of community and team meeting spaces
- **STORAGE WALL** to support open plan and enclosed work areas